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Shakespeare wrote the play to be performed on stage 

• 1
st
 scene – opening 

• Casca – differences between scenes 

• Brutus’ speech – a microcosm of the entire play 

• Brutus’ oration and Antony’s speech after Caesar’s death 

Theme of conflict – foregrounding – conflicting opinions 

Act 1 Scene 2 (line 125?) – Brutus/Cassius scene 

Shakespeare has foregrounded these characters. Is this a public or private grudge that Cassius has? 

To distinguish personal grievance and politics. Caesar does not Cassius. Cassius thinks Caesar is 

tyrannous. Brutus will not go along with it if it is a private grudge. One is unhappy that one is higher 

than the other. Both personal politics and opinions. Everyone is still human under their political 

stance. Political and human desire for being treated with respect. Does not actually mention killing 

Caesar – subtle, long winded approach to convince Brutus. Why Cassius needs Brutus on board? 

Turns away from private and becomes public agenda. Metaphors/extended metaphors – “mirror” 

Cassius is like a distorted mirror to Brutus. The past is impacting on the present of Rome with Caesar 

is becoming a king with everything in his palm. Ambiguity is there for you to decide. 

Act 1 Scene 2 (line 178) – attempted crowning of Caesar 

Casca uses prose to describe something that has just happened, perhaps colloquial and gossiping. 

Then Casca speaks in high verse – pentameter. Cynicism – it is a big storm. The conspirators are 

planning to kill the god of the world – Caesar. Link between human king on earth and the cosmos. 

Verse is essentially poetry, containing a meter. It’s formal and structured; we speak in verse all the 

time like a heartbeat 

The argument, persuasion and rhetoric: (Act 2, Scene 1) 

Brutus is an estoic and rational. Brutus is trying to convince himself of why he is going to kill Caesar. 

(Caesar was a father figure to Brutus) What are the stakes for Brutus? It is a highly emotional 

struggle for Brutus. Too much reason and low passion misses the point. It is a political play in 

rhetoric, allows for the audience to understand why Caesar must be killed. There are no right or 

wrong representation/interpretations of the play.  

Caesar arrives at the senate house and is killed. 

Brutus’ speech after killing Caesar. (Act 3, Scene 2) – Use of prose 

Rhetorical and simply speech dialogue used to convince the crowd. Brutus is trying to be frank with 

the crowd – lofty and thinker. Brutus is trying to be one of the people to connect with them. He 

thinks too highly of the citizens’ thinking ability. 

Antony uses verse – effortlessly takes the game away from Brutus. The crowd operates with primal 

instinct. Brutus’ speech is too in human, rhetoric and dull in speech making Antony’s speech rise in 

power. Shakespeare uses Brutus’ dull speech to highlight the power that is coming. 
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Big mistake to let Antony speak last. Antony is one of the mob, speaking in verse making a 

passionate plea. Antony speaks with irony and sarcasms, Brutus is a “honourable. Antony promises 

not to speak against the conspirators and speaks cautiously. Irony and tension rising. 

Antony holds Caesar’s will and blood stained body – visual aids to fire up the crowd. Brutus never 

stood a chance. A mirroring of techniques, theatricality that appeals to the masses. Antony goes to 

the point of the speech and defines the wounding of Caesar. Paints a bleak picture to a purpose of 

inciting the crowd to riot. An idea of love comes destruction 

Act 3 Scene 2 (Line 200) 

Extended metaphor – phenomenal game. Alliteration to denying being an orator. Disingenuous 

qualities as a blunt man to give one of the best speeches in history. The crowd knows that the 

conspirators are not honourable. Antony starts by carefully treading but soon captures the crowd. 

Tent Scene (Act 4, Scene 3) 

Essence of Brutus’ moral integrity. How on earth can we apply such inflexible morality in a 

problematic world? Between a rock and a heart plate. Morality is a very hard thing. Cassius wants to 

live in a perfect would which is not attainable. It is much like the ‘Tragedy of Brutus’ 

Strong sense of sincerity by Cassius – redeems himself to the audience. Cassius is a multi-

dimensional character. Cassius is someone that has learnt to operate within the world to achieve 

what he wants. 

Brutus’ dignity and honour reduces Cassius’ ideology. Like Caesar’s spirit, Brutus’ spirit will pervade 

the whole play – godlike. 


